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This inductive study of the book of Isaiah enables readers to observe and interpret the prophetâ€™s

message and apply it to their own lives. The brief daily exercises provide the tools readers need to

mark key words, list important insights, interrogate the text, and discover life answers for

themselves. Experienced Bible students and beginners alike will enjoy discovering how they, like

Isaiah, can stand strong in the face of attack, persevere in a faithful walk with God, and claim the

tremendous promises He has provided.
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Recently, the Lord laid upon my heart a call to study the book of Isaiah. He also placed the

realization that the best way to learn something was to teach it.I committed to our church to teach a

class on Isaiah and started looking for materials to use. I was thrilled when I came upon Kay

Arthur's work. When I shared the resource with my pastor, he was quite familiar with her work and

encouraged me to use it.I am just starting to work with it, but I am already enjoying the perspective

that she places upon the study of God's word, rather than trying to put her own spin upon the word



of God.I will use her work again.

This is a Bible study that I will definitely see thru to the end. The daily study only takes about 30

minutes, unless you want to go deeper on your own. I wouldn't be able to put the events in context

without this study guide to help me. I look forward to my study time each day.

Kay Arthur's new inductive study series is an extremely helpful tool for a small group bible study.

The study provides structure for a weekly group discussion and teaches an inductive method to dig

deep into the bible daily. However the reason we used the New Inductive series for John and Isaiah

is to allow a first time visitor (or a member who didn't do any homework) to attend the group meeting

and benefit from reading bible and observing the text.As with Arthur's other studies, the bible text is

is the primary focus. Almost all study questions turn the reader's attention back to the bible, or as

she states, always interpret scripture with scripture. If you're plan to lead this study, I recommend

Howard Hendrix's Living By The Book (although Kay Arthur has a How To Inductive Bible Study that

I haven't read).If you're familiar with the main Precept Upon Precept series, you'll miss the

convenience of the double-spaced, wide margin book of the bible included with those studies.

I have been wanting to study Isaiah for a while and when my study group satated that we were

going to be studying this book I was excited. I knew that it was going to a hard book to follow. I was

right, man just doing this book is hard but exciting it relly makes you think and want to learn more.

Well me at least. I like the question that you have to ask yourself and watch them unfold right before

your face. WoW! This is a great lesson for me and I'm glad that I decided to purchase it. The study

is not easy but it makes you get in and really study GOD's WORD. I still don't understand some of

the lessons but as I keep reading and studying I am able to understand more. Thanks,Cynthia T.

I love these studies. Teaching simple study tools like keyword symbol bookmarks, chapter

renaming, etc., these studies really help me focus on what I'm reading and pay attention to the

details in Gods Word.

I find his suggestion to use multiple colors on words and passages distracting and confusing. I don't

understand the purpose of highlighting so many words.

THESE GREAT BOOKS BY KAY ARTHUR ARE PART OF A 2 YEAR STUDY OF THE



PROPHETS & KINGS OF YHE OLD TESTAMENT.

This done by Kay Arthur and Pete DeLacy is absolutely up to the Kay Arthur standards of material. I

can recommend it highly to a sincere Bible student.
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